
FRENCH FRIES

French fries, or simply fries (North American English), chips (British and Commonwealth English), finger chips (Indian
English) or french-fried potatoes, are.

Deep frying submerges food in hot fat, most commonly oil. To make good fries in a pot on the stove, a
deep-fat thermometer is essential. They reheat very well. Occasionally, between batches, the temperature of
the oil can get too high. They will crisp in about 5 minutes. Drain the potatoes well, pat them dry, and
carefully drop a third of them into the hot oil. Immediately place them in the bowl of cold water to prevent
discoloration. Since the s, currywurst has become a widely-popular dish that is commonly offered with fries.
Serve with ketchup or fry sauce and enjoy! Both the deep-fat thermometer also called a candy thermometer
and the mandoline are available at most cookware stores. British chips are not the same thing as potato chips
an American term ; those are called "crisps" in Britain. If that happens, turn off the heat and wait until the oil
cools to F before proceeding. Use straight from freezer - thawing not required. Heat oil in a deep fryer or
dutch oven to degrees. The average American eats around 30 pounds of french fries a year. It is made with
french fries, cheese curds and gravy. In Germany, they are usually known by the French words pommes frites,
or only Pommes or Fritten derived from the French words but pronounced as German words. Shake them
lightly over the pot to drain excess oil. Pommes gaufrettes are waffle fries. McCain Smiles McCain French
Fries McCain French Fries are sensational to taste-they are crispy on the outside and fluffy on the inside and
have a great taste that lingers on your palate throughout! If it looks like it might, pull a few potatoes out
quickly, using a slotted spoon or tongs, until the oil subsides. Remove, toss, place in a single layer again, and
bake for 10 more minutes or until brown and crispy. Belgium and the Netherlands A patatje speciaal, with
frietsaus , curry ketchup or tomato ketchup, and chopped raw onions, is popular in the Netherlands. Make sure
that when you buy our products that they are in good frozen condition soon as you get the product home,
remember to put it into the freezer compartment as soon as possible Transfer to the freezer compartment at the
earliest. Lay the fries on paper towels or a clean dishcloth and pat them as dry as possible. This is the moment
when the oil could overflow. Keep an eye on the temperature of the oil. Continue cooking the potatoes without
disturbing them until the oil heats back to F, about 5 minutes. However, other sources disagree. They are
served with a large variety of Belgian sauces and eaten either on their own or with other snacks. This step can
be done in advance. The potatoes are cut into big chunks, partially boiled and then fried. Remove the cooked
potatoes carefully with a slotted spoon or tongs. Subsequently, in , Ray Kroc of McDonald's contracted the
Simplot company to supply them with frozen fries, replacing fresh-cut potatoes. Buy product in good frozen
condition. When I use an electric fryer, I always follow the manufacturer's instructions. It will drop to about F
after the potatoes are added. Same goes for our products and to help you do just that here are a few tips and
tricks that might help. Simplot Company is credited with successfully commercializing french fries in frozen
form during the s. A Belgian frites shop The French and Belgians have an ongoing dispute about where fries
were invented, with both countries claiming ownership. But at first, these were cut in rounds. One enduring
origin story holds that french fries were invented by street vendors on the Pont Neuf bridge in Paris in , just
before the outbreak of the French Revolution. Soak the potato slices in cold water for a minimum of one hour,
and up to overnight. The words aiguillettes "needle-ettes" or allumettes "matchsticks" are used when the
french fries are very small and thin. Variations in shape and size may have names such as curly fries,
shoestring fries, etc.


